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Seniors calling to get Medicare benefits are experiencing long wait times. On the
bright side, these days you can call them back instead of being stuck on hold… so
you can relax before getting denied coverage.
Trump ordered meat processing plants to stay open, classifying them as critical
U.S. infrastructure. In times like these it’s so important to remember what this
country really needs to survive: water, power, and DiGiorno’s Three Meat Pizza.
Vice President Pence toured a Minnesota hospital without wearing a mask,
breaking the health center’s rules. It’s weird, breaking rules is out of character for
Pence… he’s the guy that’d rat you out in middle school for trading lunches.
A company that developed an experimental drug to treat the coronavirus has
donated their entire initial supply. The CEO also said they’ll be continuing their
generosity by charging a great price for additional doses: just two thousand a pill.
Belgian’s potato industry is calling on its citizens to do their part to support the
economy by doubling the number of fries they eat every week. This seems like a
great plan, considering Americans for years have been doing this.
Trump held a press conference at the Lincoln Memorial. You can almost hear
Lincoln sitting in his chair looking down at Trump and thinking: “I got shot for this
guy?”
Trump plans to restart his campaign rallies in the coming months despite the fact
that there’s a low chance we’ll have a virus vaccine by then. The only thing that’d
get passed around faster at those rallies than the virus are warm cans of Bud light.
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After weeks of not meeting, Congress reconvened for the first time. Chuck
Schumer called it one of the strangest sessions of the United States Senate in
history. I mean, what was he expecting from a room full of senators? Results?
California governor Gavin Newsom ordered all beaches closed after thousands of
people visited the shores during a heat wave. Everyone was still wearing
sunscreen, because you have to protect yourself while you’re getting yourself sick.
College students unsatisfied with the quality of online classes are suing universities
for tuition refunds. The mystery to me is they’re saying they don’t learn as much in
virtual classrooms, but they’re all totally crushing their online exams.
(DROP-IN)
FF STILL: A college student’s laptop with Google open with the search term: “Who
was president in 1867”.
Because of the virus, the NRA has fired dozens of employees and canceled its
annual convention. Now, this is a risky move by the NRA because if there’s one
guy you don’t want to piss off, it’s the guy whose closet has more guns than shirts.
New apps are being released to track the coronavirus, but people are concerned
about big corporations tracking their location. “Don’t worry about it! We’re only
doing it to help stop the virus,” said Mark Zuckerberg from a nearby smartphone.
Trump suggested that people should think of themselves as warriors as America
reopens. Finally, I’ve been waiting for this moment my entire life… honey, go into
the garage and get my masks, hand sanitizer, and battle skirt! No, the other one!
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People are saying the IRS isn’t managing the stimulus check process effectively,
as some money is even being sent to deceased taxpayers. I don’t know what the
big deal is, because all taxpayers are deceased… emotionally.
A Dallas hair salon owner was jailed for keeping her business open despite stayat-home orders. Ever the entrepreneur, when she got to prison, she was offering
inmates discount crew cuts for just ten cigarettes.

